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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing a training set using the most informative
molecules from a specified library to build data-driven molecular property models. Specifically,
we use (i) sparse generalized group additivity and (ii) kernel ridge regression as two representative
classes of models, we propose a method combining rigorous model-based design of experiments
and cheminformatics-based diversity-maximizing subset selection within the –greedy framework
to systematically minimize the amount of data needed to train these models. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm on subsets of various databases, including QM7, NIST, and a catalysis
dataset. For sparse group additive models, a balance between exploration (diversity-maximizing
selection) and exploitation (D-optimality selection) leads to learning with a fraction (sometimes as
little as 15%) of the data to achieve similar accuracy as five-fold cross validation on the entire set. On
the other hand, kernel ridge regression prefers diversity-maximizing selections.
1 Introduction
In several applications[1, 2, 3], including high throughput screening for molecule discovery, modeling of large reaction
systems, and design of catalysts, one encounters the challenge of estimating multiple properties of a large set of
molecules (or materials, reaction intermediates, etc.). Experimental or ab initio estimation of such properties can be
prohibitively expensive; a more computationally scalable strategy is, therefore, needed.
Machine learning algorithms serve as an appealing alternative strategy for molecule property prediction. By training a
surrogate model with reference data from quantum mechanical calculations or experiments, fast and accurate property
prediction can be achieved. A number of molecular descriptors[4, 5, 6, 7] and accurate machine learning models[8, 9, 10]
have been proposed for the property prediction of organic molecules. However, such techniques can be expensive
because these machine learned models are often built using large datasets comprising between tens of thousands to
millions of data points.
In this broader context, we consider the following question : Given a library (or a set) of molecules, S, for which
we need to calculate properties, how does one identify the smallest subset of molecules ST, (ST ⊂ S), to do
experiments/computations on, such that a surrogate property model trained on ST is accurate enough to be applied to
the rest of the molecules in S?
The concept of active learning or sequential experimental design aims to minimize the total number of training samples
for learning by adaptively selecting informative samples to be included in the training data. This ultimately allows for
building a relatively small but high-quality training set (relative to the design space) to save resources on data acquisition
[11, 12, 13, 14]. For molecular property prediction, active learning has been applied to achieve better accuracy than
random selection with the same training set size [15, 16].
In this work, we extend such a purely statistical approach by infusing domain information in an –greedy fashion,
reminiscent of reinforcement learning. In particular, the "domain knowledge" we use here is a diversity maximization
algorithm to select molecules into ST. We consider the sequential experimental design as exploiting the model for the
best short-term reward, and diversity maximization as the exploration of the molecule space to improve the model by
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introducing new fragments into the model. The ratio of exploitation vs exploration moves is set by a user-provided
fraction . As a proof-of-concept, we test this algorithm on three datasets of varying molecule sizes, types, and
properties. Our property prediction models are based on a sparse version of a generalized group additivity formalism
that offers a reasonably accurate and explainable data-driven model for molecular properties. For such models, we
demonstrate the algorithm by showing that ST can have less than 15− 50% of S. Finally, we extend our algorithm to
kernel-based property models where we see that diversity maximization results in better training sets. We begin with
the discussion of methods.
2 Methods
2.1 Sparse group additivity model building
Group additivity (GA), proposed by Benson and Buss in 1958, is a simple linear property model where the property of
interest is calculated as the sum of contributions coming from constituent atoms, bonds, or groups. [17, 18, 19, 20]
f(x) =
P∑
i=1
βixi (1)
where f(x) is enthalpy or entropy of formation, xi is for instance the number of groups and βi is the coefficient weight
(or the contribution).
Traditionally, groups were "handpicked" by the developer. As an alternative, one could use any of the more modern
cheminformatics-based fingerprints. We use pathway fingerprints, which are modified from Daylight fingerprints (a
Boolean array showing absence or presence of patterns in a molecule), by enumerating each atom and linear substructure.
Specifically, paths of length one to seven (1—-7) atoms in the molecular graphs are identified. Subsequently, any
molecule can be represented (not uniquely) by storing the count of each path (or essentially fragment) in a fingerprint
vector.
Two additional correction terms for pathway fingerprints describing aromaticity and ring information are introduced
since they are not covered in linear substructures. The detailed steps to build modified pathway fingerprints are contained
in section S1 in supporting information.
The design matrix, X , is formed in which each row represents the fingerprints vector of a molecule in the dataset. GA
can be applied for property prediction using this matrix. A common way for obtaining the feature coefficient βi would
be ordinary least square (OLS) regression:
βˆ = arg min
β
‖y −Xβ‖2 (2)
The coefficient vector can be obtained from
βˆ =
(
XTX
)−1
XT y (3)
Pathway fingerprints can result in a large number of features. We obtain sparse models to prevent overfitting, we
use Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), to pick relevant features by introducing a 1-norm
regularization term with penalty λ into the loss function of the OLS:
βˆ = min
β∈RP
{
1
N
‖y −Xβ‖22 + λ ‖β‖1
}
(4)
Thus a sparse solution, of dimension p, is obtained by penalizing the coefficient weights and pushing insignificant ones
to zero. The value of regularization term λ relates to the sparsity of solution; a larger λ results in less nonzero features.
The optimal λ value is chosen by minimizing a cross-validation error on the training set.
A similar approach utilizing exhaustively generated subgraphs of molecules and LASSO feature selection shows good
performance on gaseous species and surface intermediates.[21].
The GA model is built with exhaustively generated pathway fingerprints features and LASSO feature selection algorithm
. LASSO is performed with scikit-learn Elastic net python module by setting L2 norm to zero.
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2.2 Max-Min dissimilarity-based subset selection
Structurally similar molecules are likely to exhibit similar properties[22], thus ST can contain more information related
to property by maximizing the coverage of fragments in that set. This concept is widely applied to maximize diversity in
drug discovery and design, which favors screening small yet diverse fragment-based libraries instead of the conventional
strategy that aims to evaluate as many compounds as technologically possible[23, 24, 25].
In this work, we use the Max-Min method for diversity maximization and Sørensen Dice coefficient (DSC) for similarity
quantification to select the most fragment-diverse subset [26]. Sørensen Dice coefficient converts the similarity into a
real number by:
DSC =
2 |Y ∩ Z|
|Y |+ |Z| (5)
where Y and Z are two vectors or sets, and the numerator of the coefficient is twice the number of common elements in
both sets while the denominator is the sum of the number of elements in each set. The larger the DSC value between
two sets the more similar they are.
The Max-Min method maximizes the fragment diversity by: (i) calculating the smallest dissimilarity between each
compound in the remaining set and those already in the training set, and (ii) selecting the molecule with the largest
dissimilarity to be added into ST. The method essentially tries, in a greedy sense, to minimize the maximum distance
between molecules outside ST and within it; hence the term “Max-Min". Note that, the smallest dissimilarity value
is the largest Sørensen Dice coefficient and vise versa. Further, the algorithm can be employed a priori (before
calculating the desired properties) and can be stopped when ST reaches a desired size.
In this work, when applying the Max-Min method for the diversity maximization of pathway fingerprints for a given set,
the maximization is performed through the rdkit python module ’MaxMinPicker’ and based on its built-in pathway
fingerprints module ’FingerprintMols’, wherein the fingerprints are hashed and lumped to improve efficiency.
2.3 D-optimal sequential experimental design
When cases arise where samples (molecules) are abundant but their labels (properties) are not readily available or
are expensive to acquire, active learning or experimental design methods [27] can be implemented to choose the
most informative samples to label (i.e. to acquire property for a specific molecule). Active learning methods are
supervised machine learning methods wherein the training data is updated adaptively to build a compact but high-
quality model. Popular selection strategies include uncertainty sampling[28, 29], optimal experimental design[30],
query-by-committee[31] and querying representative examples[32]. Based on a particular strategy, information-rich
samples are selected from the remaining samples and added into the current training set after obtaining their labels
(properties); thus the model can be improved in an adaptive manner.
In OLS (Equation 2), the p × p matrix (XTX) is called the information matrix of the parameters β; a larger the
determinant of (XTX) translates to a more informative training set. The goal of optimal experimental design is to find
the best combination of samples from the dataset to optimize different properties of information matrices based on
experimental design criteria[33]. The most commonly applied one is the D-optimality criterion[34], which maximizes
the determinant of the information matrix and is equivalent to minimizing the determinant of the covariance matrix
V = (XTX)−1.
Geometrically, the related (1−a)% confidence region of the estimated parameters βˆ of p dimensions can be represented
by the confidence ellipsoid obtained from the F test which satisfies the following inequality[35]:
(
β − βˆ
)T
XTX
(
β − βˆ
)
≤ ps2Fp,v,a (6)
where β represents any point in the confidence region, s2 is the estimate of variance σ2, and F is the F -statistic
corresponding to v degree of freedom, p number of parameters and the a level of significance. The axes of the
confidence ellipsoid represent the confidence intervals of βˆ, thus shrinking the volume of the ellipsoid leads to reducing
the parameter’s errors. As the volume is proportional to the square root of the determinant of the covariance matrix V ,
the generalized variance of the estimated parameters βˆ is minimized by performing the D-optimality criterion [33].
We note that for linear models, a D-optimal design of a desired number of training points can be identified a priori (e.g.
the DETMAX algorithm [36]). For nonlinear models and in the case of our sparse models wherein the matrix X can
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change depending on which parameters (i.e. paths or fragments) are picked in each iteration, one can use a sequential
design approach to greedily maximize the information content.
We use the sequential D-optimal experimental design as one of the strategies to update the most informative remaining
molecule into the model iteratively. At each iteration, we first calculate our sparse regression model to determine our
matrix X; then, for each remaining molecule (in S− ST) with a feature vector xi, the covariance matrix is updated
using the Sherman-Morrison formula[37]
V ′ = V − V x
TxV
1 + xV xT
(7)
as a numerically inexpensive way to calculate the otherwise expensive inverse of the updated XTX . Here, V is the
current covariance matrix and V ′ is the updated covariance matrix. The molecule that lowers the determinant of the
updated covariance matrix the greatest is considered to contain the most information, its property is then calculated and
updated into the training set.
2.4 Epsilon greedy method for exploration-exploitation trade-off
Within the sequential experimental design, the training set is updated at each step with a molecule that is calculated to
be the most informative. Such sequential updates are greedy actions which keep exploiting the current model; therefore,
can be biased by the model. One way to improve upon such purely exploitative updates is to allow the possibility of
selecting samples to the training set that do not offer the best short-term expectations, but potentially offer long-term
benefits of improved solutions (i.e. a lower error on the remaining set for a given training set size). Selecting such
samples is called exploration. Since at each step there is a choice of exploring the space or exploiting the current model,
the problem is referred to as a “conflict" between exploration and exploitation [38].
Epsilon-greedy method is a widely used strategy to balance exploitation and exploration moves in reinforcement
learning studies[39, 40], where the ratio of exploration is controlled by a hyperparameter . At each step, a random
number ζ is generated between 0 and 1, if ζ falls in a specified range determined by , a random (or a more carefully
chosen exploratory) action would be taken instead of the best exploitation action; otherwise, an exploitation action is
chosen.
We add exploration actions into the sequential experimental design (which is the exploitation action) through the epsilon
greedy strategy. For exploration, we use the Max-Min method to pick a molecule that maximizes fragment diversity in
the training set. At each iteration, the action is taken according to the generated random number ζ to determine whether
we should pick a molecule based on Max-Min method to increase the model feature diversity or based on D-optimality
to reduce the generalized variance of the estimated parameters. If ζ is smaller than 1− + n , where n is the number of
remaining molecules, the molecule will be updated using the D-optimality strategy, otherwise, it is updated using the
Max-Min method.
2.5 Iterative optimal training set building algorithm
The flowchart of our algorithm is shown in Figure 10. Given a molecular space S, the design matrixX is constructed
with descriptors (all pathway fingerprints up to a specified length) to represent the molecules in the space. The algorithm
starts with selecting molecules from S as the initial training set ST0 and forming initial training set matrixXT built
fromX with each row representing selected molecule. The next step is to apply LASSO onXT to select a subset of
the columns; we further carry out a QR decomposition to remove linearly dependent columns. The model matrix can
be transformed into the information matrix which is needed for implementing the D-optimal sampling. After LASSO
and QR decomposition, an OLS step (with the reduced set of columns) is carried out to obtain a final model and its
associated prediction (and standard error) for the remaining molecules in S−ST. Subsequently, if the stopping criterion
is not reached, the epsilon greedy strategy is applied to determine whether to perform an exploration step (using the
Max-Min method) or an exploitation step (using D-optimality). Based on the selection strategy a molecule from the
remaining set S− ST is selected and added into ST, its property is obtained and its feature vector appended toXT.
This iterative update of ST andXT occurs until the stopping criterion is reached. Note that LASSO at each iteration
considers the whole set of P fingerprints from which it identifies p salient ones. A critical aspect of this algorithm is to
decide when to stop; we discuss potential criteria in a subsequent section. The details of how to select the regularization
value for LASSO in each step is discussed in section S2 in supporting information.
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Figure 1: Workflow of the proposed algorithm for building the optimal training set.
2.6 Training set building methods for kernel model
A kernel model assumes that samples (molecules) with similar patterns are likely to have similar labels (properties).
The prediction value of a sample is, therefore:
f(x) =
n∑
i=1
αik 〈xi, x〉 (8)
where αi is the coefficient of each training sample representing its contribution and k 〈xi, x〉 is the kernel function
chosen to replace the inner product computation in feature space to save computation resources.
We test both diversity maximization and variance sampling selection strategies for the kernel model. For maximizing
diversity, we use the Max-Min method to minimize the maximum kernel distance between molecules within the training
set and those outside. We use variance sampling, similar to the uncertainty sampling in classification, that directly aims
to select the molecule with the largest prediction variance. The prediction variance is calculated by kTi (K
TK)−1ki
based on kernel matrix K of the current training set and kernel distance vector ki with each element representing
the kernel distance between the remaining molecule i and each training molecule. This is similar to the sequential
D-optimal design.
The model is based on the Laplacian kernel and the hyperparameter σ (kernel width) is set for the entire exercise
as max({Dij)} /ln (2) where Dij is the kernel distance of each pair of molecules in the initial training set. The
regularization term λ is set to 0 following the arguments of Ramakrishnan.[41] Bag of bonds (BOB) [5] molecular
representation is used to quantify the difference of two molecules with their 3D coordinates as inputs.
3 Datasets
Our method is benchmarked on three different sets of data: (1)∼7000 molecules consisting of C,O,N,S,H from the
QM7 database[42, 43], (2) 920 hydrocarbon species from NIST chemistry webbook[44, 45] , and (3) 591 surface
intermediates on a transition metal facet [46]. The QM7 dataset contains atomization energies (computed using density
functional theory, or DFT) of molecules with up to seven (7) non-H atoms. The NIST chemistry webbook contains
hydrocarbon molecules and their experimental heats of formation values; the size of the molecules are more diverse
than QM7 dataset as the largest molecule contains 42 heavy atoms. The “surface intermediates" dataset contains
heat of formation values calculated using DFT for different surface adsorbates involved in the conversion of lignin
monomers. We apply pathway fingerprints as the descriptor on the first two datasets and use the adsorbate graph mining
algorithm[21] to subtract groups from adsorbates for the third case.
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Given that pathway fingerprints are linear substructures, molecules with multiple ring fragments (e.g. fused rings) are
difficult to accurately capture. Thus the performance of our algorithm is benchmarked on the subsets of QM7 dataset
and NIST chemistry webbook by excluding about 600 and 331 molecules respectively with more than 1 ring fragment.
4 Results and Discussion
The performance of a selection strategy is measured by the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the prediction on
the remaining samples with the model trained on selected samples (ST). For each set of data, the average RMSE of
the five-fold cross validation (CV) is shown as a baseline to represent the performance of the model with sufficiently
large training molecules. We note that the RMSE of the remaining set is not theoretically bounded by this baseline;
nevertheless, for a large S and a relatively small ST, the baseline is a worthy target for the models. The relationship
between the values of the regularization and the corresponding RMSE and MAE is shown in section S3 in the supporting
information (SI).
For any step that involves random number generation, we report the averages of ten different runs. This then leads to
averaging over (1) hundred runs for random sampling (ten different sets for the initial set and ten simulations of updates
for each initial set), (2) ten runs for the D-optimal strategy each starting with a different random initial training set, (3)
ten runs for largest error elimination curve, and (4) ten runs for each  value for the epsilon greedy method.
4.1 Comparison of selection strategies for the GA model on QM7
Figure 2: Comparison of the learning rates of different molecule selection strategies on the QM7 dataset for GA-based
prediction of heats of atomization. The y-axis measures the root mean square error of the prediction on the remaining
set during the updating process with (1) random sampling, (2) largest error elimination method, (3) D-optimality
strategy with initial training set selected randomly or by Max-Min method. The baseline represents the five-fold cross
validation result of the dataset. The reported performance of random sampling, largest error elimination method and the
D-optimality strategy with initial training set selected randomly are averaged over multiple runs
For the QM7 dataset, we first set the bounds for the selection strategies - (i) the worst case is when the remaining set
(S− ST) is sampled randomly to pick the best molecule to ST and (ii) the best case is denoted as the "largest error
elimination method" wherein all labels (properties) are known and in each iteration we select the molecule with the
largest prediction error (the difference between the true value and the predicted value using the model trained on ST)
from the optimal model.
The performance of the two strategies is shown in Figure 2. The two selection strategies start with the same randomly
chosen molecules (of size eighty) as the initial training set (generated with the same random seed). Then we evaluate
their performance by inspecting the predicted RMSE of the remaining set as a function of the size of ST. Compared to
random sampling, the largest error elimination strategy, as expected, rapidly converges to the CV baseline. In practice,
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however, all properties are not available and the largest error elimination strategy is purely a theoretical exercise;
nevertheless, the gap in the learning rate (the rate of decrease of RMSE with increasing size of the training set) between
the two strategies suggests that, in principle, a model trained on a carefully selected small subset can perform as good
as the one trained on the entire set.
Next, we investigate the performance of the D-optimality strategy, which is shown in red in Figure 2. Clearly, the
strategy learns faster than random sampling and is able to reach the CV baseline within 1.5 kcal/mol with just 600
molecules in the training set. However, even though the D-optimal learning rate is high early on, its performance starts
to slow down at about 300 molecules. This indicates that the initial training set does not have sufficient representation
of salient features of the QM7 dataset; the D-optimal selection strategy then uses a statistical criterion to add new
molecules into the training set. While this maximizes the determinant of the information matrix it does not ensure that
relevant missing features are included in the training set.
To investigate whether missing relevant features can be identified by picking appropriate molecules, we next apply the
Max-Min method to build the initial training set for the D-optimal selection strategy (“Max-Min 80 + D optimality"
curve in Figure 2). We can observe that early on this curve outperforms the original D-optimal curve and learns almost
as fast as the largest error elimination curve. If we further increase the number of initial training set molecules from
80 to 200 (shown in the "Max-Min 200 + D-optimality" curve in Figure 2), the curve approaches the baseline and is
within 0.5 kcal/mol for |ST| > 500. The result indicates that the performance of the D-optimal strategy improves upon
starting with a diverse training set.
4.2 Epsilon Greedy Method
Figure 3: Comparison of the learning rate of different  (eps) values on the QM7 dataset for GA-based prediction of
heats of atomization. The value of  determines the ratio of sample selection with the D-optimal criterion (exploitation)
or Max-Min diversity maximization (exploration). The reported performance of strategies combining both exploration
and exploitation ( between 0.1 and 0.9) are averaged over ten runs.
Introducing diversity maximization to identify the initial training set improves the learning rate of the D-optimal strategy.
Therefore, it is clear that the Max-Min algorithm is able to explore the molecule space better than random selection.
In Figure 3 we show the performance of the epsilon-greedy method to combine the D-optimal strategy and Max-min
methods for molecule selection. The figure shows different values of the hyperparameter  in order to identify the
optimal one.  values range from 0 (purely exploitative using D-optimal) to 1 (purely explorative with Max-Min).
Figure 3 shows that the D-optimality curve ( = 0) performs the best in the early stages but the advantage vanishes after
about 600 molecules, while the pure Max-Min method ( = 1) decreases the slowest. The learning curve for  = 0.5
lies between those with the pure methods ( = 0/1) in the early steps and yields the best “long-term" performance
(by about 0.2 - 0.3 kcal/mol when the training set size reaches 1000). The results show that exploitation provides a
good short-term benefit while the exploration improves the model in the long run. A balance between exploration and
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exploitation strategies can lead to a steady and on overall better performance. The detailed values for the comparison of
the selection strategies are reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of the RMSE, the largest prediction standard error and the average prediction standard error of the
remaining set with different training set sizes and different selection strategies for GA-based prediction for heats of
atomization (kcal/mol) of the QM7 dataset. The number in the parenthesis of each strategy shows the size of initial
training set to start with. The performance of strategies except Max-Min + D-optimality (200) are averaged from
multiple runs. The largest prediction standard error and the average prediction standard error for random sampling and
largest error elimination method are not reported.
Training
set size Random (80)
Largest error
elimination (80)
Random +
D-optimality (80)
RMSE Trainingerror RMSE
Training
error RMSE
Training
error
Largest
standard error
Average
standard error
200 15.13 3.07 3.88 6.34 6.08 2.66 4.81 2.21
600 5.14 2.50 2.41 6.24 3.87 3.07 2.30 1.26
800 – – – – 3.52 3.19 1.49 1.06
1000 – – – – 3.36 3.32 1.56 0.94
Training
set size
Max-Min +
D-optimality (200)
Epsilon greedy :
 = 0.5 (200)
RMSE Trainingerror
Largest
standard error
Average
standard error RMSE
Training
error
Largest
standard error
Average
standard error
200 5.07 0.97 15.90 3.32 5.07 0.97 15.90 3.32
600 3.08 2.07 1.97 1.30 3.16 2.24 2.32 1.31
800 3.05 2.36 1.56 1.07 2.90 2.41 1.96 1.13
1000 2.94 2.58 1.41 0.97 2.75 2.54 1.66 1.00
4.3 Applying the algorithm to the NIST set
Figure 4: Comparison of the learning rates of different molecule selection strategies on the NIST chemistry webbook
for GA-based prediction of heats of formation. The selection strategy involves (1) random sampling, (2) D-optimality
strategy with initial training set selected randomly or by Max-Min method, (3) epsilon greedy method with  set to 0.5,
(4) pure Max-Min method. The baseline represents the five-fold cross validation result of the dataset. The performance
of random sampling, the D-optimality with initial training set selected randomly and epsilon greedy method is averaged
over multiple runs.
We apply these different sampling strategies on ∼600 hydrocarbon molecules from the NIST database to investigate
whether the algorithm can perform well on a smaller experimental dataset comprising of diverse molecule size. Figure
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4 shows the relative performance of different strategies. We note here that all methods eventually have a lower RMSE
value than the "baseline" cross validation error, which is expected for a small set of molecules. Overall, the results are
similar to that of the QM7 dataset: -greedy with  = 0.5 is better than D-optimality with Max-min initial selection,
which in turn is better than purely random sampling. However, subtle differences arise; for instance, the pure Max-Min
sampling performs well in the early stages but slows down after ∼200 molecules in the training set. Nevertheless, a
combination of D-optimality and Max-Min method gives the best performance; this strategy approaches the CV base
with ∼140 molecules in the training set (compared to ∼470 training molecules in each CV model) and reaches 5.2
kcal/mol with ∼300 training molecules(compared to 11.0 kcal/mol as the CV error).
4.4 Surface intermediates dataset
Figure 5: Comparison of the learning rates of different molecule selection strategies on the surface intermediates dataset
for GA-based prediction of heats of formation. The selection strategy involves (1) random sampling, (2) D-optimality
strategy with initial training set selected randomly or by Max-Min method, (3) epsilon greedy method with  set to 0.5,
(4) pure Max-Min method. The baseline represents the five-fold cross validation result of the dataset. The reported
performance of random sampling, the D-optimality strategy with an initial training set selected randomly and epsilon
greedy method is averaged over multiple runs.
The selection strategies are further tested using a dataset of surface intermediates to investigate their performance
based on a different descriptor (groups mined from surface intermediates) and a different type of molecules (surface
intermediates). Figure 5 shows that despite the changes in the descriptor and the type of molecules, the "active learning"
algorithm remains effective; the selection strategies involving both Max-Min method and D-optimality ( "Max-Min + D
optimality" curve and "Max-Min eps = 0.5" curve) yields overall the best performance and reaches the CV baseline
(involving ∼ 450 training molecules) with 40-50% less training molecules.
4.5 Comparison of selecting strategies for the kernel model
Finally, we investigate the best selection strategy to build kernel models. Figure 6 shows the result for the kernel
model trained on the QM7 dataset using the “bag of bonds" descriptor. Note that we apply a variance sampling for
the “exploitation" step, which is akin to the D-optimal strategy; Max-Min method uses kernel distance to quantify
intermolecular similarity. Random sampling and largest error elimination continue to represent the worst and best cases
respectively. Variance sampling started with a randomly selected initial training set outperforms random sampling,
but the learning rate is not steady and the RMSE drops almost instantly when the training set size reaches ∼ 1400
and ∼ 1650. The reason is that out of the 10 executions (over which we average), while many perform well, a few
suffer from failing to find one type of molecule that potentially represents a group of molecules in the space, which
leads to the RMSE being essentially flat from the outliers. (Figure for the 10 executions is included in section S4 in
supporting information.) On the other hand, the Max-Min method gives the best performance. This is expected since
the optimal sampling strategy for kernel models is ensuring sufficient coverage of the molecule space. The learning
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Figure 6: Comparison of the learning rates of different molecule selection strategies on the QM7 dataset for kernel-based
prediction of heats of atomization with bag of bonds descriptor. The selection strategies involve (1) random sampling,
(2) largest error elimination method, (3) variance sampling with initial training molecules selected randomly or by
Max-Min method, (4) the pure Max-Min method, (5) Epsilon greedy method with different  values. The baseline
represents the five-fold cross validation result of the dataset. The reported performance of random sampling, largest
error elimination method, variance sampling with initial training molecules selected randomly and epsilon greedy
method is averaged over multiple runs.
curves of strategies that combine Max-Min method and variance sampling via epsilon greedy method lie between the
pure methods ( "Max-Min + variance" curve and pure "Max-Min" curve). The higher the  value is, viz the more
times the Max-Min method is applied, the performance is closer to the Max-Min method. The result indicates that
for similarity-based property prediction models (i.e. using kernels), Max-Min method that maximizes kernel distance
diversity is preferable.
4.6 Stopping criterion
Figure 7: Stopping criterion for the epsilon greedy method ( = 0.5) applying on the GA model to predict heat of
atomization for QM7 dataset. (left) The RMSE, the largest prediction standard error, and the average prediction standard
error of the remaining set are shown. At the end of each iteration, the prediction error of the selected molecule can be
calculated; Eprev40 is the moving average of this error over the previous forty (40) iterations. (right) Comparison of the
RMSE of the remaining set and training set error.
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It is essential to determine when to stop the algorithm. Although the prediction error on the remaining set is a useful
metric to understand the performance of our method, it is not practical as labels are not available. Instead, we compute
the prediction standard error as a surrogate to track the quality of the model and determine when the learning rate slows
down.
The prediction standard error of a molecule outside the training set is calculated as:
s = σ
√
xTi (X
TX)
−1
xi (9)
where xi is the molecule feature vector and X is the design matrix.
In Figure 7 we first investigate whether the prediction standard error follows a similar trend with the model prediction
accuracy, thereby allowing for its use as a surrogate. We compare the largest prediction standard error and the average
prediction standard error of the remaining dataset with the RMSE at each iteration of the epsilon greedy strategy (eps =
0.5). We can see that as the two prediction standard error curves (“largest standard error" and “average standard error")
decrease rapidly in the early iterations, the model learns fast ( shown as “Max-Min  = 0.5" curve). As the prediction
standard error curves are converging in the later stage, the improvement in accuracy is negligible. The similar behavior
of the RMSE and the average standard error indicates that we can rely on the trend of the latter to qualitatively infer the
learning rate. In principle, i) since the value of the largest prediction standard error in the remaining dataset reflects
how much information we can gain by performing careful selection of the informative molecules, and ii) the average
prediction standard error represents how confidently can the model predict the remaining molecules, one feasible
stopping point can be when both of them are smaller than a user defined threshold,
Further, we investigate if the quality of the model can be estimated by tracking the training error directly ( “training
error" curve) or the moving average of the difference between predicted and true values of the selected molecules in the
previous forty iterations (denoted as Eprev40). Interestingly, the training error increases as more molecules are added
indicating that the model overfits the data early on. But as more diverse data is added to the training set, the model
is getting progressively less biased. Eventually with ∼900 training molecules selected, it reaches to the accuracy of
the prediction on the remaining molecules. The result indicates that we may even use the training set error to estimate
the prediction accuracy in the later stage of iteration. The “Eprev40" also eventually drops to the RMSE value of the
remaining set and the baseline error; however, it fluctuates considerably, although it could still be used as a qualitative
metric.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we present an optimal training set building algorithm that identifies the smallest amount of informative
molecules to be calculated to build a surrogate property training model ST from a given molecule library S to predict
on the remaining molecules S− ST. The algorithm iteratively updates the sparse model generated with LASSO feature
selection from the design matrixXT with informative molecules selected based on either D-optimality experimental
design as exploitation to improve the current model or Max-Min diversity maximization as exploration to introduce
diversity into XT. The balance of the exploration and exploitation is controlled by the  greedy method which is
widely used in reinforcement learning studies. We validate the algorithm by comparing different selection strategies
on three different datasets that vary in the size, type and properties of molecules: (1) gaseous molecules from QM7
dataset, (2) hydrocarbons from NIST chemistry webbook and (3) surface intermediates on transition metal catalysis.
In all cases the algorithm that balances D-optimality and Max-Min method via the epsilon greedy method gives the
best result and reduces the training molecules needed to ∼15% of QM7 dataset,∼25% of NIST chemistry webbook
and ∼45% of surface intermediates dataset to achieve similar accuracy as their five-fold cross validation results. We
extend our algorithm on a kernel model and show that building the training set with diversity maximization based on
kernel distance is preferred. The GA and the kernel models in this work serve as two simple representation models for
validation; in principle we can apply the algorithm to any property prediction model and fingerprints that are either
user-defined or machine-learned.
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Supplemental Materials: Designing compact training sets for data-driven molecular
property prediction
S1: Generalized pathway fingerprints for molecular representation
Figure 8: Illustrations of linear substructures and correction terms of modified pathway fingerprints on propane and a
fused ring molecule. The notation includes (1) SMILES scheme, (2) linear substructures (FP), and (3) correction terms.
Figure 8 shows the illustration of the modified pathway fingerprints. The fingerprints consist of two parts, linear
substructures (FP) enumerates paths of length one to seven atoms emanating from each atom of the molecule and
correction terms (Correction) introduce additional ring information into the fingerprints; ring information is lumped by
correction terms into its presence of aromaticity and its size, while fused ring information is lumped into the size of two
adherent rings. The lumped ring information is appended to the feature vector of linear substructures.
S2: Regularization value selection for the active learning algorithm
When the initial training set is built or the molecule is updated into the training set, LASSO regression is performed to
build the sparse model. The regularization value λ determines the number of the selected features and its optimal value
is chosen from the range
{(
2i
) |i = iupper : ilow : −1}, where the upper bond iupper is a predefined large value that
allows only a few features to be selected when the training set size is small, and the lower bond ilow is the ten-fold
cross validation optimal regularization value based on the initial training set. At each iteration, the regularization value
is keeping decreasing from 2iupper to 2ilow by the 2-base logarithmic step and stops at the value where the number of
the feature selected is larger than the number of current training molecules or the value reaches the lower bond 2ilow . In
the former case, we multiply the value that stops at by 2 and choose the result value for LASSO to allow maximum
features to be selected, and in the latter case we choose the lower bound 2ilow .
Sometimes the number of features determined by the regularization value is slightly less than the molecule number in
the early iteration steps, which causes severe overfitting and dramatic increase of the RMSE. To prevent such scenario
an additional restriction relying on prediction variance function (xTi
(
XTX
)−1
xi) is added that in two consecutive
iteration steps, if the selected regularization value leads to a huge increase of the average prediction variance function in
the remaining set, we multiply the regularization value by 2 once to select fewer features. In this work, the multiplication
is performed if the average prediction variance function is increased more than half of the value in the previous iteration.
On the other hand, while more features can be included when the training set size gets large, in several cases the
restriction will prevent regularization value getting smaller in later stage even though the average prediction variance
function is very small. Thus the restriction is removed to allow more features to be selected after the largest prediction
variance function value reaching a small value which indicates a stable model. In this work, the restriction is removed
when the largest prediction variance function value is smaller than 1.5.
For some datasets, the lower bound 2ilow of the regularization range determined by ten-fold cross validation for
Max-Min selected initial training set is unreasonably large, which makes feature selected by LASSO too sparse to build
an accurate model in the whole iteration. When such a scenario happens, the regularization value decreases to the lower
bound within a few iterations, and remains the same for the remaining iterations. One possible explanation is that due
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to the diversity of the initial training set, during ten-fold cross validation only fragments common to most fragments are
selected by LASSO, while other specific fragments contained by a few molecules are likely to be pushed to zero, which
leads to a large regularization value being favored. In this work, the scenario happens when applying the algorithm
on the surface intermediates set started with Max-Min method for initial training set building, the solution so far is
to simply choose the lower bound 2ilow for Max-Min method selected initial training set from the random selected
initial training set instead as it is more uniform with the whole dataset. In principle, we can do another round of cross
validation during the middle stage if the too sparse model scenario happens.
S3: Five-fold Cross validation result for 3 datasets
Figure 9: Comparison of the average RMSE/MAE with different regularization values for five models during five-fold
cross validation for (a) 6.5k gaseous molecules of QM7 dataset with their heats of atomization, (b) 598 hydrocarbons of
NIST chemistry webbook with their heats of formation, (c) 591 surface intermediates set with their heat of formation.
Figure 9 shows the average RMSE/MAE corresponding to different regularization values for five models during five-fold
cross validation for three datasets. The lowest RMSE value in each dataset is selected as the optimal value, which is
used as the baseline value for the learning rate compare.
S4: 10 executions of variance sampling strategy with a randomly selected initial training
set for the kernel model
Figure 10 shows the learning rates of variance sampling strategy that starts with different randomly selected initial
training set determined by different random seeds. 10 executions base on 10 different initial training set are performed.
Each dashed curve represents an execution. We can observe that there are three executions that their errors drop
perpendicularly after a molecule is updated at a certain step, while for the other executions within a few iterations the
curves converge to the kernel distance diversity maximization curve. The result indicates that the randomly selected
initial training set may fail to represent some parts of the molecule space due to the absence of a specific type of
molecule.
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Figure 10: Comparison of learning rates for 10 executions of variance sampling strategy started with different initial
training sets, each dashed curve represents an execution. The solid curves represent (1) random sampling, (2) pure
Max-Min method, and (3) average variance sampling learning rates of 10 executions.
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